LISTING OF APPROVED HAND PUMPS

The hand pumps listed below meet the requirements of the Illinois Water Well Pump Installation Code, Section 925.40 d). These hand pumps are of a force type, have a packing gland around the pump rod, and a closed delivery spout directed downward. They are required to be attached securely to the well casing or pipe sleeve in a watertight manner.

**MONITOR BAKER**
Models: 11HD, 12HD, 11HDA, 12HDA, 11HDS, 12HDS, 11HDSA, 1DFHCS and 1DFHFS

**BISON PUMPS**
Models: BPH-125WA (deep well pump), BPH-125SW (shallow well pump), BPH-125WAI (in line deep well pump), BPH-125T (T handle well pump), BPH-125VWA (vandal proof deep well pump) and BPH-125 (deep well pump without well adapter).

**DEMPSTER INDUSTRIES, LLC**
Models: 210F, 226F, 210CS, 226CS and 23F

**HITZER, INC.**
Models: 50L and PHB

**SIMPLE PUMP COMPANY**
Models: 100L, 125L, 100, 125, and ADA100